CANON

3 REASONS WHY YOU NEED

CANON MOUNT ADAPTERS
From pairing your EF-S and EF lenses with the EOS R
camera, to giving you a more efficient control over your
camera settings, to reducing unnecessary glare, Canon
mount adapters are designed to bring you the ultimate
convenience when shooting with EOS R.

YOU HAVE AN EXISTING COLLECTION OF
EF-S AND EF LENSES

MOUNT ADAPTER EF-EOS R
The Mount Adapter EF-EOS R is a great tool to pair your
existing EF-S and EF lenses with the EOS R camera. You
can expect your lenses to achieve the same performance
with EOS R as they are with your DSLR camera thanks to
its superb compatibility and quality.
EF AND EF-S LENSES

YOU WANT TO CONTROL YOUR
SETTINGS MORE EFFICIENTLY

CONTROL RING MOUNT ADAPTER EF-EOS R
Besides giving you the ability to utilise any EF-S and EF
lenses, a Control Ring Mount Adapter also allows you to
adjust certain camera settings without you taking your
eyes off the viewfinder or LCD screen. You can customise
the setting you wish to adjust (most frequently), and
control it by turning the tactile manual control ring on
the adapter.

Aperture

Shutter Speed

ISO Sensitivity

Exposure Compensation

TACTILE MANUAL
CONTROL RING

YOU USE CAMERA FILTERS
FOR YOUR SHOOTS

DROP-IN FILTER MOUNT ADAPTER EF-EOS R
The Drop-In Filter Mount Adapter EF-EOS R holds
filters such as the variable neutral density (V-ND) filter
or circular polarising (C-PL) filter. While the former
helps to control the amount of light coming through to
the camera sensor, the latter lets you shoot past glare
and haze, as well as reducing the amount of reflected
light. The mount adapter is also suitable for different
filters catering to different lens diameters, and in
addition, allows you to shoot with your existing
EF-S and EF lenses.
CL-FILTER

PL-FILTER

ND-FILTER

Lenses are for illustration purposes and may not represent the actual product.

THREE ADAPTERS, THREE BETTER WAYS TO HELP YOU
IMPROVE YOUR PHOTO SHOOT EXPERIENCE.
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